
Scott Quinnell
A Globally Recognised Rugby Legend

Scott Quinnell is a former Welsh international rugby player. He has played rugby at the highest level representing both Wales and the British

& Irish Lions. He was blessed with a fine rugby pedigree, and he has played 52 times for Wales and also played for the Barabarians and

went on two British Lion tours in 1997 and 2001 he scored 5 tries and 1 test try.

"Scott's passion for the sport has made him one of its best known figures"

In detail
The name Quinnell and rugby go hand in hand, following in the

footsteps of his British Lion father Derek, (younger brothers Craig

and Gavin were to follow also) Scott's passion for the sport has

made him one of its best-known figures. Scott currently works in

the media, he occasionally works for Sky Sports, Real Radio, The

One Show, A Question of Sport, Soccer am and has just finished

making the series of School of Hard Knocks. Scott also has done

column work for the newspapers and currently does motivational

speeches for the workplace and after dinner speaking all over the

world. He has also appeared on radio and tv covering events

such as Rugby World Cups and Lions tours.

What he offers you
Scott was born dyslexic, but was not diagnosed until his early

30's. Having undertaken a series of therapies to resolve the

condition, he is now a popular speaker on the matter. With his

rugby and life experience combined, he makes a fantastic and

moving speaker.

How he presents
Scott captivates his audiences with his very inspirational stories.

His speeches are full of encouragement and hope and inspire

people never to give up and to pursue continuous lifelong

learning.

Topics

Motivation

After Dinner

Teamwork

The Hardest Test

Languages
He presents in English.

Want to know more?
Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

could bring to your event.

How to book him?
Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

Publications

2008

The Hardest Test
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